
Vladimir Tarskiy With A Comrade 

This is me, Vladimir Tarskiy (on the left) with my comrade. This photo was taken in 1945 in
Mongolia where we were sent to struggle against Japan. I sent this photo to my mother in Moscow.
The war in Eastern Prussia was over in April. We moved to the seashore. We stayed in a nice resort
town: gorgeous houses, furnished and vacant. There were still battles near Berlin, but we liquidated
all Germans in Eastern Prussia. The trip from Konigsberg across the victorious country to Japan
took us a whole month. How we were met! There were flowers thrown at us, people were meeting
their liberators at stations and in towns. They were happy that we had won and that this horrific
war was over and brought flowers to meet the trains from the front, in which the military were
returning home. We passed villages where there was nothing left and they were throwing us
carrots. Tears filled our eyes: people didn't have anything, but shared the last things they had with
us. In Darasun we got off and walked across Buriatia and Mongolia to Choybalsan. We encamped in
Mongolia. There was general staff of the Zabaikalskiy front. We were told lies during our trip. We
were told that we were taken for reformation, and that we needed to take everything we could
from Prussia since at the place we were heading to we were to dig earth huts. We loaded wood, a
grand piano and even vehicles; everything we could. We didn't know where we were going. When
we approached the border with Mongolia, we were told that only the military, but not their
girlfriends would be allowed across the border. When we arrived in Mongolia, it turned out that
Mongolians paid one horse for a binocular. They could see a rider at quite a distance through the
binocular. We didn't need a horse, so we traded a binocular for money and bought alcohol. We
were in Choybalsan for about a month. Troops for the attack on Japan were gathered there. We
were in the reserve of the Zabaykalskiy Front and were waiting for the declaration of war. There
was one army protecting our borders located in Mongolia throughout the war. When we arrived this
army moved to the border, and we became a front line reserve. I admired the fortifications that the
army made with a few stories, the passages in the sand, shelters, and everything was skillfully
camouflaged. The war with Japan lasted three months. On 10th August Japan capitulated. On 3rd
September I received a medal for the victory over Japan. We struggled against Japan on the
territory of China. We actually had no combat actions. There was major Japanese resistance in the
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direction of Vladivistok where they held strong, but what could they do here with the open steppe
and a tank army attacking? We had all cannons and heavy artillery with us in Eastern Mongolia. Of
course, we had losses. There's even a monument to those who perished in the Far East.
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